
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO CASE NO.: 18-1176
FLORIDA RULE OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE 1.220(e)

PETITION BY COMMITTEE OF THE FLORIDA BAR

COMMENT TO PETITION AND NOTICE OF OBJECTION

COMES NOW Leza S. Tellam, a citizen, property owner and taxpayer in the State

O

of Florida, to address, consistent with invitation, the above-named petition by a

committee ofThe Florida Bar specialized in Civil Procedure ("Bar Committee")

and orders of the Court and Ms. Tellam moves the Court to take review internally

and grant relief as follows:

1. Ms. Tellam clarifies the following:

a. Ms. Tellam has no objection to a provision clarifying that the

Court (including its subsidiary or affiliated courts in the State of Florida) "may

grant" cy pres awards. That is an inherent power of a court of equity and the gap

granted to the third pillar required to deliver justice.

b. Any detailed restrictions or directions in the form of a rule

blanketing all cases is however not appropriate and unconstitutional, including as

to the current development and scope of the proposed rule.
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c. While enticing to simply take what is provided by an affiliated

group to which the Court is accustomed, that is not necessarily in the long-term

best interests of the public, particularly given the constitutional guarantee in the

Florida Constitution for access to justice. That promise and guarantee is not being

met, as a practical matter.

d. The current proposal suggested by various committees ofThe

Bar amounts to "skimming." By example, would the Supreme Court allow every

licensed stock broker guaranteed access to every consumer? and then to direct a

portion of their brokerage fees to their favorite charity?

2. The public has a right to comment on all rules of court, which is a

public and publicly-funded body and does not work for The Florida Bar or The

Florida Bar Foundation or any other agency or governmental body. The Court is

communicating, perhaps not intentionally, that it does not want to be accountable

or is otherwise restricted in its ability to interact with the public outside The Bar.

3. The public has hired the Court, including the professional staff, to

create a fair and neutral forum for dispute resolution, consistent with civil society

and serving as conservators of the peace. The forum and its rules are not to be

controlled by The Florida Bar or The Florida Bar Foundation. There is no

language in the constitution that suggests such a block or control function. Is this a

long-standing attachment issue? Is there an assumption that the public works for

The Bar? Or the Florida Bar Foundation is entitled? Ms. Tellam has noticed the
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tendency for lawyers to expect that lawyers are entitled to payment and to

deference because they passed a test and pay a fee. That concept is inconsistent

with access to justice and realities of how to deliver justice for each and for all.

4. Delivery ofjustice involves criminal, social and economic justice.

Yet, as of March, household net worth fell by $3.73 trillion in the fourth quarter.

See "Stock-Market Volatility takes a bite out of U.S. Households' Net Worth," Wall

Street Journal, by Harriet Torry updated as of March 7, 2019.

5. In the case of the public, the public is often subject to the whims of

unnecessary and frivolous lawsuits, rules and procedures. There is no public

interest in any or more lawsuits. That fact is at odds with the profession ofThe Bar

and therefore must also be addressed by the Court directly. The third pillar is a

check against tyranny and violations of human liberty and equality, as well as

invasions of privacy. The public pays to be protected and for fairness. There is

also no public interest in grinding down the judiciary and then expecting justice to

come out of the machine.

5. The public deserves to be handled with care and included in and easily

understand the rules that govern them. 1 This rule, as proposed, does not meet that

test.

1 Although outside the scope of this document, Ms. Tellam suggests that the Court look into
how to update its rule-making process, including through clear control through professional
staff as part of institution building and to avoid the whims of the day on who is raising their
hand to draft. Ms. Tellam acknowledges that trade group participation is a component of valid
public outreach and participation. Ms. Tellam acknowledges that citizen groups of various
kinds can petition the Court.
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6. Ms. Tellam requests as the only person not representing The Bar (or

an affiliate of the Court) be afforded equal protection and due process (both

substantive and procedural) as well as full first amendment rights on par with

others with an opposing point ofview. To the extent that speakers and positions are

condensed, then Ms. Tellam will withdraw her request for rebuttal.

7. Ms. Tellam reserves the right to amend or correct. Nothing herein is a

waiver.

WHEREFORE, Ms. Tellam requests that the Court (a) deny the rule

change or, alternatively, reduce complexity to provide a short and plain statement

for judges and the public at large that courts in Florida may grant cypres (without

channeling to one body or type of body or service, including to trials rather than

settlements or any charitable institution or cause over another), (b) reconsider

allowing Ms. Tellam a rebuttal of five (5) minutes to the comments of the

petitioning group on April 3, 2019 to the extent that new speakers are also allowed

to speak following the initial presentation, and ( c) for such other relief as is fair,

just and adequate.
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CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that a copy of this pleading was served on this f__hfMarch 2019

to the Clerk of Court of the Florida Supreme Court at 500 South Duval Street,

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1927, attn: Rules Clerk via Fed Ex ground and on each

of the persons, including Ms. Mikalla Davis (in role of liaison for The Bar), listed

on the service list of the docketed pleading by Messr. Scott Dimond on March 4,

2019, at the addresses there listed, via US Postal Service.

Leza .. ellam
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